About The Approved Wright Investment List
The Approved Wright Investment List consists of over 375 of America’s finest major corporations
which meet Wright standards of premium investment QUALITY, the first of three basic investment
criteria of QUALITY, VALUE and TIMING, which determine Wright investment management decisions
and recommendations.
QUALITY in common stocks is represented by those thoroughly well-established, publicly owned
corporations with
(1) broad investment acceptance, and
(2) sound financial structures, which have
(3) consistently made substantial profits for their stockholders during periods of economic
adversity as well as prosperity and
(4) maintained comparatively superior rates of growth of shareholders’ equity, earnings and
dividends.
Only those corporations which meet high specific standards of premium investment quality may be
considered for listing on The Approved Wright Investment List. Wright Quality Ratings provide the
means by which the fundamental criteria for the measurement of quality can be objectively evaluated.
These criteria are the specific components of:
(1) Investment Acceptance,
(2) Financial Strength,
(3) Profitability and Stability, and
(4) Growth.

About The Approved Wright Investment List - continued
Investment Acceptance reflects the acceptability of a security by and its distribution and marketability
among individual and institutional investors, and the adequacy of the floating supply of its common
shares for the investment of substantial funds.
Financial Strength represents the amount, the adequacy and the liquidity of the corporation’s
resources in relation to current and potential requirements. Its principal components are aggregate
equity and total capital, the ratio of invested equity capital to debt, the adequacy of net working capital,
its fixed charges coverage ratio and other appropriate criteria.
Profitability measures the record of a corporation’s management in terms of
(1) the rate of (a) net return and (b) cash return on shareholders’ equity capital investment at
corporate book value,
(2) net return before preferred dividends and interest on assets,
(3) pretax and operating return on assets, and
(4) the profits or losses of the corporation during generally adverse economic periods, and thus
its ability to withstand adverse financial developments.
Growth is the element that distinguishes the return on equity investments from the fixed income on
dollar-obligation securities. For investors, this is primarily the growth per common share of the
corporation’s earnings, cash earnings, dividends, retained earnings, assets and sales – rather than the
corporation’s overall growth of dollar sales and income.

The Approved Wright Investment List

The Comparative Wright Quality Ratings®
The Wright Quality Rating is normally expressed by three letters and a number. The letters
indicate:
1.
2.
3.

Investment Acceptance and Marketability (i.e. measure of liquidity)
Financial Strength, and
Profitability and Stability

Each letter rating reflects a composite qualitative measurement of individual standards which
may be summarized as:
A
B
C
D
L
N

=
=
=
=
=
=

Outstanding
Excellent
Good
Fair
Limited
Not Rated

The Comparative Wright Quality Ratings®
The number that appears in the rating is a composite measure of the company’s annual corporate growth,
based on earnings and modified by the growth rates of equity, dividends, sales and the stock’s stability index.
The Growth Rating may vary from “0” to “20”.

Alpha/numeric Wright Quality Ratings represent the
result of extensive development and testing of codified
standards of investment quality. The formulae utilized
in the computer analysis and calculations provide the
basis for selection of The Approved Wright Investment
Lists, which consist of approximately 375 of the finest
U.S. corporations meeting high standards of premium
corporate quality.

The following table (i.e. Quantitative Ranking Model Screens) depicts the 32 screens – eight for each of the four
criteria – Investment Acceptance, Financial Strength, Profitability & Stability and Growth.

